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Introduction
❖ Language offers various ways to convey meaning via intonation
o Focus of this talk: Rise-fall-rise contour (RFR)
(1) Hal:

You can’t just break into a zoo, role a couple of elevens
and suddenly become the dean of a university.
Dewey: I did…
(Malcolm in the Middle: S7, E20)

► Our contribution:
- experimental evidence for a concessive reading of the RFR
- argument that RFR indicates alternative higher on a scale
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Background: Previous Accounts I
• Ward & Hirschberg (1985): uncertainty in some relation to a scale
• Constant (2012): all unresolved alternatives cannot be safely claimed

• Wagner (2012): there is an alternative speech act one could have made
• Westera (2017/2019):
suspends maxim relative to main QUD and addresses secondary QUD
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Background: Previous Accounts II
❖ Göbel (2019): there is a higher alternative on a variable scale
(2) Valence Asymmetry
a. A: Dexter is such a horrible person. - B:

b. B: Dexter is such a great person.

He gives to charity…

- A: ??He murders people…

 both replies are logically compatible with truth of prior statement
► contrast unexplained by previous accounts
that emphasize “uncertainty” or “incompleteness”
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Scale Illustration
(2a) A: Dexter is such a horrible person.

- B:

He gives to charity…

(2b) B: Dexter is such a great person.

- A: ??He murders people…
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“great
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A Parallel to at least I
▪ Observation: Valency asymmetry resembles concessive at least [1]
(3) At least Cameron fed SOME of the cats (… it could’ve been less).
► alternatives ranked by preferability
(4a) A: Dexter is such a horrible person. - B: At least he gives to charity.
(4b) B: Dexter is such a great person.

- A: #At least he murders people.

→ same valency asymmetry as with RFR!
[1] Nakanishi & Rullmann (2009)
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A Parallel to at least II
▪ At least also allows epistemic interpretation:
(5) Cameron fed at least SOME of the cats (… maybe even all of them).

► conveys uncertainty about higher alternatives
→ resembles “uncertainty” (epistemic?) RFR:

(6) A: Did you feed the cats? – B: I fed SOME of them…
➢ Exp 1: tests valence asymmetry for RFR (concessive RFR)
➢ Exp 2: examines replies to questions (epistemic RFR)
➢ Exp 3: explores interaction with also
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Experiment 1: Design
• Sample item (8, Within-design):
2x2x2 (CONTEXT-VALENCE x TARGET-VALENCE x INTONATION)
(7a) NEGATIVE + POSITIVE (=MISMATCH)
A: The bike ride yesterday was really terrible, the weather was horrific.
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had a cocktail…
[RFR]
(7b) POSITIVE + NEGATIVE (=MISMATCH)
A: The bike ride yesterday was really great, the weather was perfect.
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had an accident…
[RFR]
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Experiment 1: Design
• Sample item (8, Within-design):
2x2x2 (CONTEXT-VALENCE x TARGET-VALENCE x INTONATION)
(7c) NEGATIVE + NEGATIVE (=MATCH)
A: The bike ride yesterday was really terrible, the weather was horrific.
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had an accident…
[RFR]
(7d) POSITIVE + POSITIVE (=MATCH)
A: The bike ride yesterday was really great, the weather was perfect.
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had a cocktail…
[RFR]
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Experiment 1:
Results (N=24)
ordinal mixed effects models:
Context sum-coded,
Target dummy-coded (match=0),
Intonation dummy-coded (neutral=0)

- TARGET:
match > mismatch
(z=-17.19, p<.001***)
- TARGET*INTONATION:
[match – mismatch]RFR
< [match – mismatch]neutral
(z=5.296, p<.001***)
- TARGET*INTONATION*CONTEXT:
for negative contexts,
RFR mismatch help greater
than for positive contexts
(z=2.251, p<.05*)

(full model output in appendix)
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Experiment 1: Discussion
➢ VALENCE MISMATCHES rated lower than VALENCE MATCHES

➢ RFR ameliorates MISMATCH PENALTY

➢ RFR amelioration larger for POSITIVE REPLIES to NEGATIVE STATEMENTS
than NEGATIVE REPLIES to POSITIVE STATEMENTS → valence asymmetry
► evidence for concessive RFR
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Experiment 2: Motivation
▪ Open issue: if the RFR is ambiguous, what determines interpretation?
➢ Prior research has focused on the RFR outside of context
or in replies to questions

→ question context may bias toward “epistemic” interpretation
► next study examines this issue
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Experiment 2: Design
• Sample item (8, Within-design):
2x2x2 (CONTEXT-VALENCE x TARGET-VALENCE x INTONATION)
(8a) NEGATIVE + POSITIVE/NEGATIVE
A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was terrible?
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had {a cocktail/an accident}.
[RFR]
(8b) POSITIVE + NEGATIVE/POSITIVE
A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was great?
[NEUTRAL]
B: We had {an accident/a cocktail}.
[RFR]
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Experiment 2:
Results (N=24)
ordinal mixed effects models:
Context sum-coded,
Target dummy-coded (match=0),
Intonation dummy-coded (neutral=0)

- TARGET:
match > mismatch
(z=-8.89, p<.001***)
- TARGET*INTONATION:
[match – mismatch]RFR
> [match – mismatch]neutral
(z=-1.963, p<.05*)
- TARGET*INTONATION*CONTEXT:
for positive contexts,
RFR worsens mismatch marginally
more than for negative contexts
(z=1.647, p<.1•)

(full model output in appendix)
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Experiment 2: Discussion I
➢ VALENCE MISMATCHES rated lower than VALENCE MATCHES
➢ RFR increases MISMATCH PENALTY
➢ RFR exacerbation marginally larger for NEGATIVE REPLIES to “POSITIVE
QUESTIONS” than POSITIVE REPLIES to “NEGATIVE QUESTIONS”
► pattern inconsistent with valence asymmetry
➢ (MISMATCH PENALTY smaller with POSITIVE QUESTIONS)
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Experiment 2: Discussion II
▪ Assumption:
scales are determined pragmatically (e.g. via QUD) cf. Beaver & Clark 2008
► for statements as Exp 1, scale is evaluative
► for questions as Exp 2, scale is about informativity

“Was the bike ride
great?”

cocktail +
sunny

definitely
great

cocktail

possibly
great
possibly
terrible

accident

definitely
terrible

accident +
raining

Note that alternatives for informativity come from the target utterance here,
whereas the alternative for evaluativity was the previous statement.

“Was the bike ride
terrible?”
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Experiment 3: Motivation
▪ Open issue from Göbel (2019):
RFR as mirror image to “Down-scale contour” (DSC) that features also
(9a) A: Dexter is such a horrible person.

B: #He also gives to charity… (DSC)

(9b) B: Dexter is such a great person.

A: He also murders people… (DSC)

➢ Intuition: also weakens valence asymmetry with RFR:
(10a)A: Dexter is such a horrible person. B:
(10b)B: Dexter is such a great person.

He also gives to charity… (RFR)

A: ?He also murders people… (RFR)

► next study tests this intuition
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Experiment 3: Design
• Sample item (8, Within-design):
2x2x2 (CONTEXT-VALENCE x TARGET-VALENCE x INTONATION)
(11a) NEGATIVE + POSITIVE/NEGATIVE
A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was terrible?
[NEUTRAL]
B: We also had {a cocktail/an accident}.
[RFR]
(11b) POSITIVE + NEGATIVE/POSITIVE
A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was great?
[NEUTRAL]
B: We also had {an accident/a cocktail}.
[RFR]
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Experiment 3:
Results (N=24)
ordinal mixed effects models:
Context sum-coded,
Target dummy-coded (match=0),
Intonation dummy-coded
(neutral=0)
- TARGET:
match > mismatch
(z=-15.127, p<.001***)
- TARGET*INTONATION:
[match – mismatch]RFR
< [match – mismatch]neutral
(z=5.053, p<.001***)
- TARGET*INTONATION*CONTEXT:
not significant!
(z=0.625, p=.532)

(full model output in appendix)
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Experiment 3: Discussion I
➢ VALENCE MISMATCHES rated lower than VALENCE MATCHES
➢ RFR ameliorates MISMATCH PENALTY

➢ No evidence for RFR amelioration varying by CONTEXT
► suggests that also weakens valence asymmetry
▪ Tentative explanation:
also induces informativity scale, forcing “epistemic” reading of RFR

 unclear why RFR behaves differently from at least:
(12) B: Dexter is such a great person.

A: #At least he also murders people…
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Summary
❖ Experimental evidence for at least-like ambiguity of RFR
- positive replies to negative statements more acceptable than reverse

► “concessive” RFR
- valence asymmetry not present in replies to questions
► “epistemic” RFR
❖ Exploration of semantic factors affecting ambiguity

- valence asymmetry weakened by presence of also
► raises issues about semantic composition
Caveat: Comparisons were between experiments rather than within the same
experiment, which we hope to address in future work.
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Open Issues
• Alternative generation:
- account relies on RFR either taking alternative from context
(for prior statements) or from “prejacent” (for prior questions)
► predicts “association” with extreme scale values to be possible
in appropriate context [cf Wagner 2012]
(13) NONE/ALL of the cats finished their bowl.
• Decompositional tune meaning:
- account assumes holistic meaning of [L*H L- H%]

► for L*H, Göbel (2019) argues accent induces scale
► for H%, accounts of rising declaratives incompatible with
valence asymmetry
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Experiment 1: Full Model
clmm(rating ~ context-valence*target-match*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item)
Estimate
Context-Valence

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

0.003

0.116

0.027

.978

Target-Match

-1.431

0.083

-17.192

< 2e-16 ***

Intonation

-0.578

0.080

-7.197

6.14e-13 ***

Context*Target

-0.026

0.160

-0.165

.869

Context*Intonation

-0.113

0.159

-0.707

.479

Intonation*Target

0.591

0.112

5.296

1.18e-07 ***

Context*Target*Intonation

0.501

0.223

2.251

.024 *
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Experiment 2: Full Model
clmm(rating ~ context-valence*target-match*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item)
Estimate
Context-Valence

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

0.545

0.113

4.805

1.55e-06 ***

-0.711

0.080

-8.890

< 2e-16 ***

0.146

0.080

1.817

.069 •

Context*Target

-0.867

0.159

-5.473

4.42e-08 ***

Context*Intonation

-0.342

0.161

-2.128

.033 *

Intonation*Target

-0.220

0.112

-1.963

.049 *

0.368

0.224

1.647

.099 •

Target-Match
Intonation

Context*Target*Intonation
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Experiment 3: Full Model
clmm(rating ~ context-valence*target-match*intonation + (1|participant) + (1|item)
Estimate

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

Context-Valence

-0.005

0.132

-0.037

0.971

Target-Match

-1.429

0.095

-15.127

< 2e-16 ***

Intonation

-0.480

0.091

-5.259

1.45e-07 ***

Context*Target

-0.106

0.181

-0.583

.560

Context*Intonation

0.024

0.182

0.130

.897

Intonation*Target

0.640

0.127

5.053

4.35e-07 ***

Context*Target*Intonation

0.158

0.252

0.625

.532
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Follow-up Experiment
• Sample item: 2x2x2x2 (VALENCE x INTONATION x SCALESTRENGTH)
(A1a) NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely disgusting.
B: It was

well
perfectly

seasoned.

[NEUTRAL]

[RFR]

(A1b) POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely delicious.
B: It was

insufficiently
horribly

seasoned.

[NEUTRAL]
[RFR]
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Results (N=41)
ordinal mixed effects models with
Helmert coding

- marginal effect of INTONATION:
rfr > neutral
(z=-1.898, p=.578•)
- significant effect of VALENCE:
neg-pos > pos-neg
(z=4.025, p<.001***)
- significant INTONATION*VALENCE:
for neg-pos, rfr > neutral,
for pos-neg, neutral > rfr
(z=-9.899, p<.001***)
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Follow-up Experiment,
Item Types
ADV/ADJ + same noun
as in (A1)
Quantifier + same noun
Aneg: The latest Marvel movie was so lame.
Bpos: It had {some/a lot of} big stars.

Apos: The latest Marvel movie was so cool.
Bneg: It had {few/no} big stars.
same modifier + different noun
A: My uncle Frank is truly {wonderful/awful}.
B: He’s {somewhat/really} {kind/rude}.
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Other Experiments: Production + Double Rating
 possible objection:
“target responses differ in degree of opposition”
(≈ accident better reason for terrible than cocktail for great)
➢ to address this worry, we conducted 4 small-scale studies:
- same stimuli & design as auditory rating #4
- participants recorded their pronunciation of reply
- naturalness rating
- “agreement” rating (to what extent reply (dis-)confirms question)
• main takeaways:

- no clear evidence for replies differing in degree of opposition
- production showed more RFRs with positive replies, regardless of
context, but only when question remained open (Exp 1-2 vs 3-4)
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Production + Double Rating 1: Bare Target (N=14)

A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: We had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}
Prop RFR (+se)

negative+match

negative+mismatch

positive+match

positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14)

1.7% (0.9%)

13.1% (2.5%)

13.7% (2.6%)

2.3% (1.1%)
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Production + Double Rating 2: Target w/ Well (N=13)

A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: Well, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}
Prop RFR (+se)

negative+match

negative+mismatch

positive+match

positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14)

1.7% (0.9%)

13.1% (2.5%)

13.7% (2.6%)

2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13)

3.4% (1.2%)

13.0% (2.3%)

14.0% (2.4%)

2.4% (1.1%)
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Production + Double Rating 3: Target w/ Yes (N=13)

A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: Yes, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}
Prop RFR (+se)

negative+match

negative+mismatch

positive+match

positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14)

1.7% (0.9%)

13.1% (2.5%)

13.7% (2.6%)

2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13)

3.4% (1.2%)

13.0% (2.3%)

14.0% (2.4%)

2.4% (1.1%)

#3: Yes (N=13)

1.9% (0.9%)

1.4% (0.8%)

1.4% (0.8%)

0% (N/A)
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Production + Double Rating 4: Target w/ No (N=11)

A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: No, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}
Prop RFR (+se)

negative+match

negative+mismatch

positive+match

positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14)

1.7% (0.9%)

13.1% (2.5%)

13.7% (2.6%)

2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13)

3.4% (1.2%)

13.0% (2.3%)

14.0% (2.4%)

2.4% (1.1%)

#3: Yes (N=13)

1.9% (0.9%)

1.4% (0.8%)

1.4% (0.8%)

0% (N/A)

#4: No (N=11)

0.9% (0.6%)

7.2% (1.7%)

4.5% (1.4%)

5.8% (1.6%)
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